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Westinghouse Energy Systems sa 355
Pittsburgh Pennsylvania 15230 0355

Electric Corpofation AW-96-915
!

January 4,1996

Document Control Desk
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
. Washington, D.C. 20555

ATTENTION: MR. T. R. QUAY

APPLICATION FOR WITHHOLDING PROPRIETARY j

INFORMATION FROM PUBLIC DISCLOSURE i

SUBJECT: WESTINGHOUSE RESPONSES TO NRC REQUESTS FOR ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION ON THE AP600

Dear Mr. Quay:

The application for withholding is submitted by Westinghouse Electric Corporation (" Westinghouse") j

It |
pursuant to the provisions of paragraph (b)(1) of Section 2.790 of the Commission's regulations. '

contains commercial strategic information proprietary to Westinghouse and customarily held in

conndence.

The proprietary material for which withholding is being requested is identified in the proprietary
version of the subject report. In conformance with 10CFR Section 2.790, Af6 davit AW-96-915
accompanies this application for withholding setting forth the basis on which the identified proprietary
information may be withheld from public disclosure.

Accordingly, it is respectfully requested that the subject information which is proprietary to
Westinghouse be withheld from public disclosure in accordance with 10CFR Section 2.790 of the
Commission's regulations.

Correspondence with respect to this application for withholding or the accompanying affidavit should
reference AW-96-915 and should be addressed to the undersigned.

Very truly yours,
..

,/ v

Brian A. McIntyre, {anager
Advanced Plant Safety and Licensing

- /nja _

cc: Kevin Bohrer NRC 12H5

9601190121 960108
PDR ADOCK 05200003
A PDR ,
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| AFFIDAVIT

I
i

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA:

ss j

i

COUNTY OF ALLEGHENY: |

i

!

Before me, the undersigned authority, personally appeared Brian A. McIntyre, who, being by |

me duly swom according to law, deposes and says that he is authorized to execute this Affidavit on

behalf of Westinghouse Electric Corporation (" Westinghouse") and that the averments of fact set forth |
i
iin this Affidavit are true and correct to the best of his knowledge, information, and belief:

h 4i
r

Brian A. McIntyre, Manager
.

Advanced Plant Safety and Licensing
,.

Sworn to and subscribed

before me this C day

of 9 .1996
(/ U

b\ M
Nntarv Public

Notarid Sed
Roso Mario Per' Mary Pubic

Momn?.o ca.'wf .;4 gy Can'y
M CorrJratt) Eg[E ' FN. 4,19962647A /

hihn,PemammAscoanon ditxanes
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(1) I am Manager, Advanced Plant Safety And Licensing, in the Advanced Technology Business

Area, of the Westinghouse Electric Corporation and as such, I have been specifically delegated

the function of reviewing the proprietary information sought to be withheld from pubhc

disclosure in connection with nuclear power plant licensing and rulemaking proceedings, and

am authorized to apply for its withholding on behalf of the Westinghouse Energy Systems |

Business Unit. ;

1

(2) I am making this Affidavit in conformance with the provisions of 10CFR Section 2.790 of the

Commission's regnlations and in conjunction with the Westinghouse application for

withholding accompanying this Affidavit.

(3) I have personal knowledge of the criteria and procedures utilized by the Westinghouse Energy

Systems Business Unit in designating information as a trade secret, privileged or as

confidential commercial or financial information.

(4) Pursuant to the provisions of paragraph (b)(4) of Section 2.790 of the Commission's

regulations, the following is furnished for consideration by the Commission in determining

whether the information sought to be withheld from public disclosure should be withheld.
\

|

(i) The information sought to be withheld from public disclosure is own6d and has been

held in confidence by Westinghouse.

(ii) The information is of a type customarily held in confidence by Westinghouse and not

customarily disclosed to the public. Westinghouse has a rational basis for determining

the types of information customarily held in confidence by it and, in that connection,

utilizes a system to determine when and whether to hold certain types of information

in confidence. The application of that system and the substance of that system

constitutes Westinghouse policy and provides the rational basis required.

Under that system, information is held in confidence if it falls in one or more of

several types, the release of which might result in the loss of an existing or potential

competitive advantage, as follows:

2M7A j
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(a) The information reveals the distinguishing aspects of a process (or component,

structure, tool, method, etc.) where prevention of its use by any of

Westinghouse's competitors without license from Westinghouse constitutes a

competitive economic advantage over other companies.

(b) It consists of supporting data, including test data, relative to a process (or

component, structure, tool, method, etc.), the application of which data secures

a competitive economic advantage, e.g., by optimization or improved

marketability.

(c) Its use by a competitor would reduce his expenditure of resources or improve

his competitive position in the design, manufacture, shipment, installation,

assurance of quality, or licensing a similar product.

(d) It reveals cost or price information, production capacities, budget levels, or

commercial strategies of Westinghouse, its customers or suppliers. ;

I

(e) It reveals aspects of past, present, or future Westinghouse or customer funded

development plans and programs of potential commercial value to |

Westinghouse.

(f) It contains patentable ideas, for which patent protection may be desirable.

There are sound policy reasons behind the Westinghouse system which include the

following:

(a) The use of such information by Westinghouse gives Westinghouse a

competitive advantage over its competitors. It is, therefore, withheld from

disclosure to protect the Westinghouse competitive position.

(b) It is information which is marketable in many ways. The extent to which such

information is available to competitors diminishes the Westinghouse ability to

2647A
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sell products and services involving the use of the information. !

,

(c) Use by our competitor would put Westinghouse at a competitive disadvantage

by reducing his expenditure of resources at our expense.
,

(d) Each component of proprietary information pertinent to a particular

competitive advantage is potentially as valuable as the total competitive

advantage. If competitors acquire components of proprietary information, any

one component may be the key to the entire puzzle, thereby depriving.

Westinghouse of a competitive advantage.
,

1

(e) Unrestricted disclosure would jeopardize the position of prominence of

Westinghouse in the world market, and thereby give a market advantage to the |

competition of those countries.

.

(f) The Westinghouse capacity to invest corporate assets in research and

development depends upon the success in obtaining and maintaining a

competitive advantage.

(iii) The information is being transmitted to the Commission in confidence and, under the

provisions of 10CFR Section 2.790, it is to be received in confidence by the

Commission.

(iv) The information sought to be protected is not available in public sources or available

information has not been previously employed in the same original manner or method

to the best of our knowledge and belief.

(v) Enclosed is Letter NTD-NRC-96-4619, January 4,1996 being transmitted by

Westinghouse Electric Corporation (W) letter and Application for Withholding

Proprietary Information from Public Disclosure, Brian A. McIntyre (W), to_

Mr. T. R. Quay, Office of NRR. The proprietary information as submitted for use by

Westinghouse Electric Corporation is in response to questions concerning the AP600

plant and the associated design certification application and is expected to be 4

2647A
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applicable in other licensee submittals in response to certain NRC requirements for

justification of licensing advanced nuclear power plant designs.

This information is part of that which will enable Westinghouse to:

(a) Demonstrate the design and safety of the AP600 Passive Safety Systems.

:

i (b) Establish applicable verification testing methods,

i
(c) Design Advanced Nuclear Power Plants that meet NRC requirements.-

;

i
~

(d) Establish technical and licensing approaches for the AP600 that will ultimately

result in a certified design.
4

!
'

(e) Assist customers in obtaining NRC approval for future plants.
4

1

Further this information has substantial commercial value as follows:,

(a) Westinghouse plans to sell the use of similar information to its customers for

purposes of meeting NRC requirements for advanced plant licenses.

(b) Westinghouse can sell support and defense of the technology to its customers j

1in the licensing process.

Public disclosure of this proprietary information is likely to cause substantial harm to

the competitive position of Westinghouse because it would enhance the ability of

competitors to provide similar advanced nuclear power designs and licensing defense

services for commercial power reactors without commensurate expenses. Also, public

disclosure of the information would enable others to use the information to meet NRC |
|

requirements for licensing documentation without purchasing the right to use the

information.

2647A
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The development of the technology described in part by the information is the result of I

applying the results of many years of experience in an intensive Westinghouse effort j

and the expenditure of a considerable sum of money.

In order for competitors of Westinghouse to duplicate this information, similar

technical programs would have to be performed and a significant manpower effort,

having the requisite talent and experience, would have to be expended for developing

analytical methods and receiving NRC approval for those methods. ]

Further the deponent sayeth not. ;

1

l

l
;

,

!

>
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Question 440.284

Re: WCAP 14234 (LOFI'RAN CAD)
How has Westinghouse verified that the water in the cold legs will never get hot enough to flash at the CMT
connections during non-LOCA simulations using LOFTRAN over the range of short, middle,'and long term I

transients? Please provide this information. |

Response:

As described in the CAD (Section 3.1, Page 3 3), boiling inside the CMT and the balance line is automatically
detected by LOFTRAN at each time step for each fluid node if the water subcooling in the node is smaller than a i
user input value. If boiling is detected, a penalty is appN to the buoyancy head of the cold leg balance line. In I

addition to the penalty a message is printed in the output of the code. Since this message is printed at each time j
'

step where boiling is detected the code user is informed of the situation. His messagc has been incorporated to
prevent the code from being used in areas where its physical modelling is not appropriate.

SSAR Revision: NONE

1

i
,

uo.2s4-i
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDmONAL INFORMATION

Question 440.287

Re: WCAP 14234 (LOFTRAN CAD)
Section 3.1, page 31. Please substantiate that lagging to past time values is not performed for the CMT to RCS
connections in order to smooth the response.

Response:

Lagging to past time values is not performed for the CMT to RCS connections in order to smooth the response. The
detail of the connection between the CMTs and the RCS is provided in the response to RAI 440.291.

SSAR Revision: NONE

440.287-1
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Question 440.300

Re: WCAP 14234 (LOFTRAN CAD)
Pages. 3 3.3.4.3 5. Please provide more detail on the metal heat slabs calculation for the CMT. Is Tmetal at the new
or old time step? Is Twater at new or old time? Is the heat transfer coefficient a constant or can it be obtained from
a boiling curve? Is Twater a function of pressure and energy?

Response:

The metal heat slabs calculation is performed for each CMT internal time step. De hem transferred from the CMT
fluid node to the CMT metal node over the time step is calculated using:

Q, = UA%(T%3* - T,a* ) dt Equation 440.300-1

ne heat transfer between the CMT metal node and the containment atmosptwre is similarly calculated using:

( Tg* - T,84 ) de Equation 440.30062Q% = UA%

and the metal node temperature and the water enthalpy are updated using:

T N.T 8* - Equation 440.300 3
% % q

w . %a* + % Equation 440.30HH% *m

where the subscript "i" indicuee the node being evaluated and:

Tg" = metal node temperature at time equal to t. 'F

T 8* = metal node temperature from the previous time step at time equal to t dt. 'Fg

H,,# = water node enthalpy at time equal to t. 'F

H,,8'* = water node enthalpy from the previous time step at time equal to t - dt. *F

MCpi = metal node heat capacity. Btu /*F

440.300-1
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NRC REQUEST FOR AD0lTIONAL INFORMATION

T is the metal temperature at the end of the CMT time step. T...,is the metal temperature at the end of the CMT ,

time step. The user provides the metal node inside and outside heat transfer coefficient time surface area and the !

metal node heat capacity. These values are held constant for the analysis. Values may be entered for each of the i

15 metal nodes. The containment atmosphere temperature is also a code input parameter. T...,is a function of the

enthalpy of the individual CMT node and the pressure at the top of the CMT.

SSAR Revision: NONE
,

;
;

!

.

440.300 2 gg j
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Question 440.301

Re: WCAP-14234 (LOFTRAN CAD)
Pages. 3 3.3-4.3 5. Please provide the details of how the CMT mixture level is calculated and how it is used to
calculate heat transfer from the metal slabs above and below the mixture level.

Response:

The CMT mixture level is not calculated or modeled. Therefore, the heat transfer is always from the liquid to the
wall. Please see the Westinghouse response to RAI 440.315 for additional information. j

SSAR Revision: NONE

1

440.301-1
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Question 440.311 ,

1

|Re: WCAP-14234 (LOFTRAN CAD)
The CMT injection lines appear to be valved out until the proper signal is received to open the valves. How much I

boron is in the lines downstream of the valves? How cold is the water downstream of the valves? Colder water
'

injected directly into the vessel downcomer could cause some positive reactivity insertion, but injected into the cold
legs, it would have time to mix and warm. Have any sensitivity studies been performed to address the differences i

I
between cold lag injection and DVI for the CMTs? How was this decision arrived at? Please explain.

Response:

In LOFTRAN. no CMT calculations are performed before the signal is generated to open the injection lines valves.
The initial conditions in the injection line nodes are defined by user's input, in a conservative manner (See RAI
440.280). All nodes downstream of the injection line valves are assumed to be at the cold leg temperature with a
boron concentration equal to the initial RCS boron concentration.

Injection into the cold leg rather than the downcomer allows for mixing of the cold unborated water assumed in the
CMT injection lines (downstream of the valve) with some water in the RCS cold leg before it flows into the core. ,

'Ihe effect of this approximation is minimized because LOFIRAN offers the possibility to put the injection point |

close to the reactor vessel. (See RAI 440.282) |

|
No sensitivity studies have been performed to address the difference between cold leg injection and DVI for the

'

CMTs because the reactivity insertion is treated in a conservative manner by the CMT model:

The initial boron concentration in the injection line is assumed to be equal to the RCS boron concentration-

before CMT actuation.

The LOFTRAN model assumes perfect mixing of the boron in the CMT. CMT component test results-

(Reference 440.311 1) show that there is a long delay before the temperature increases at the bottom of the

CMT. The same should be true for the boron concentration.

References

440.311 1 "LOFTRAN-AP and LOFITR2 AP Final Venfication and Validation Report" WCAP-14307, June,

1995

SSAR RevisNm: NONE

440,311-1
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| NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Question 440.315

Re: WCAP 14234 (LOFTRAN CAD)
Page 3 3. Has the code been benchmarked against any experimental data to venfy the " penalty" model for steam
accumulation on the cold leg to CMT connection? The use of the penalty model basically says that LOFTRAN has
no capability for two phase behavior in the cold legs or connecting lines that would transfer steam to the CMT. Is
this a correct statemeni? Can the accuracy of this penalty term be assessed for its effect on flow to or from the
CMT? Is this a stratified flow situation in the cold leg? How is the penalty term incorporated into the energy
equation? Please provide the details that show conscrvation of energy is maintained where the penalty term is ,

applied. |

l

Response: |

The penalty model was developed to prevent using the code in an area where its physical modelling is not
appropriate. Westinghouse does not intend to develop a realistic model (in LOFTRAN) when " generalized boiling"
occurs in the CMT or in the lines.

In the AP600 design there is no piping between the pressurizer and the top of the CMT. The CMTs remain water
solid during the SSAR non-LOCA and SGTR transients. This physical behavior is confirmed by the SPES-2 results
and well predicted by the LOFTRAN code (Reference 440.315-1). SGTR Maertx Tests 9 and 10 show that even
with the RCS at saturated conditions (or close to saturation) no generalized boiling occurs inside the CMT. During
Matrix Test 10. boiling occurs inside the honest part of the upper head of the vessel and of the upper plenum up to
the top of the hot legs. No boiling occurs in the CMTs for this test because the CMTs are connected on the cold
leg. which is around 40 'F colder than the hot leg in natural circulation.

Although boiling in the CMT should not occur in the CMT for the non LOCA and SGTR transients, the CMT model
can simulate two phase conditions in the CMT, using an homogeneous model. The model assumes that steam and
water are in thermal equilibrium and the steam and water velocity are equal (no slip). As a results, there is no
mixture level simulation. Since this model does not simulate the separanon of steam and water that could happen

at the top of the CMT at low flow rates conservative simulations have been developed in the LOFTRAN CMT j

model. Therefore:

The code does not need to be benchmarked against any experimental data to verify the " penalty" model for-

steam accumulance. The mais reason is that no boiling occurs in the CMT during the non LOCA AND SGTR
tests. Analytical simulances have been peif6sred to verify that the model behaves as expected. Also. CMT
Matrix Test 506 and 509 were simulated (Reference 440.315-1), artificially increastng the balance line inlet

temperature is onier to force boiling in the line. The behavior of the code was m= hie.

The penalty tarin was introduced to offer the possibility to perform conservative calculations if boiling is-

detected. Using a high penalty stops the natural flow circulation as soon as boiling is detected. The diving
pressure aP.,,,,(see Reference 440.315 2 page 3 2) becomes negative. The flow stops, because LOFTRAN
simulated the check valves installed in the CMT injection lines. No assessment is needed for conservative
calculations because the results provided by the code with this assumpoons are bounding.

M0.315 1
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

|
4

Conservation of Energy ]
!

Reference 440.315 2, page 3-3. describes the penalty term that is applied in the momentum equation of the CMT |

loop. It increases the buoyancy of the balance line BHn. As a result, the driving pressure APm, is reduced.
leading to a decrease of the CMT injection flow. The penalty has no impact on the energy equauon.

The Reference 440.315 1 discussion of CMT Tests 506 and 509 include simulations (Runs 5 and 7) with an artificial
increase of the balance line inlet temperature, in order to force boiling. The cumulated energy error during the
simulations was always lower than 1.5 percent for both simulations.

References

440.315 1 LOFTRAN-AP and LOFTH2-AP Final Verification and Validation Report.WCAP 14307, June 95

440.315 2 LOFTRAN & LOFTTR2 AP600 Code Applicability Document. WCAP 14234, November 1994

SSAR Revision: NONE

.
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Question 440.316
i

Re: WCAP-14234 (LOFTRAN CAD) |
Does LOFTRAN allow reverse flow in the cold legs and in the CMT connection lines? If not, please explain. |

|

Response:

LOFTRAN allows reverse flow in the RCS loops, except for the loop with the pressurizer. In the AP600 design the
CMT cold leg balance line are connected to the RCS loop without the pressurizer. Therefore, LOFTRAN allows
reverse flow in the RCS cold leg where the CMTs are connected.

Reverse flow is not simulated by LOFTRAN in the CMT balance and injections lines because this flow configuration
is not possible for the non-LOCA and SGTR design basis transients. The AP600 design operates only in the
recirculation mode for non-LOCA and SGTR transients and check valves prevent reverse flow in the CMT injection

line.

SSAR Revision: NONE

|

440.316-1
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDIT 10NAL INFORMATION

Question 440.470

Re: NOTRUMP PVR FOR OSU TESTS, LTCT-GSR-001, JULY 1995
Eq. 4.5-1 describes two terms added to the momentum equation; however, the equation appears to be inconsistent
with the volumetric now based formulation described in Section 4.4 of the report. Please provide the new
momentum equation terms in terms of the volumetric formulation. Also describe how the new formulauon was
validated to justify the modifications. Also clarify if the dW/dt term is to be replaced by the two new terms, and
is the plus sign a typographical error in Eq. 4.5.l? Also, show the finite difference form of the new momentum
equation and describe how the dA/dt and dp /dt terms are to be computed.

Response:

Section 4.5 was revised to clarify the new momentum. equation and to include the requested additional information.
Specifically, the revised Section 4.5 provides a complete derivation of the momentum equation applied to the
modified horizontally stratified model. The text accompanying the new derivation clarifies that the equation is still
cast in terms of the net mass flow through the link. De modified Section 4.5 also provides the finite difference form
of the new momentum equation, and it describes how the dA/dt and dp/dt terms are calculated. In response for the
request for validation, a calculation will be performed which will be similar to that performed using
WCOBRA/IRAC by Takeuchi, et al in References 440.470-1 and 440.470 2. The calculation is basically a
computation of horizontal CCFL. This work is currently scheduled for completion and transmittal to the NRC by
the end of March.1996.

4.5 Horizontally Stratined flow Model

NOTRUMP's horizontally stratified flow link model is one of two models that allow the code to simulate geometries
in which the direction of vapor flow, relative to liquid flow can change during a transient. De connection between
a PWR's hot leg and reactor vessel upper plenum is an example of such a geometry. When the coolant level in the
upper plenum is higher than the coolant level in a hot leg, liquid can flow from the upper plenum into the hot leg,
while vapor flows from the hot leg into the upper plenum. When the coolant level in the hot leg is higher than the
coolant level in the upper plenum, liquid can flow from the hot leg into the upper plenum, while vapor flows from
the upper plenum into the hot leg.

NOTRUMP's horizontally stranSed flow link model simulates such a geometry by dividing it into two flow links,
an upper link to convect vapor between the adjoining nodes and a lower link to convect liquid between the nodes.
In order to adequately simulass the AP600, the model was modified in three ways. Fttst, its method for determining
the cross sectional ares of the two links was changed. Second, the equanos governing its links' temporal flow
denvative was changed. T1urd, the model's method for partitioning the links' flows into the recipient node's two
regions was changed.

The first modification made to NOIRUMP's horizontally straufied flow model affects the determination of the areas

and properties used in the component flow links. The onginal model assumes the vapor component of a horizontally |

straufied paar convects only vapor, and the li id component convects only liquid. Based on this assumption, it sets |

the area of the liquid component equal t(qu ""

440,470 1
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

( la<n,cd it sets the area of the vapor component equal to{] . c.
.

yc
,.c

The modified model uses Jogtermine the component areas. and it assumes
the flow in each component i ITie mixture component flow area is set equala

toc 7vod fraction in that mixture region. ne modified model uses an analogous method to determine the area of t e
the modified model

{ por component of the horizontally stratified flow link pair. Once the areas are determined, $d it computes the<

va

]~ I

phasic flows in each component [ ~]** '

ne second modification made to NOTRUMP's horizontally stratified flow model affects the equation governing the
links' temporal flow derivative. Ecsc modifications were needed to re incorporate some of the terms of the equation
which had been dropped in the original model.

The flow through the links comprisig a horizontally stratified flow link pair is(,
] Flow through these links is therefore governed by one-dimensional, single-phase

conservation of momentum, which is given by: |

. .
|

8V SV' '8P' '0P'#

(4.5-1)7+V = pgcose - 144g,p -

g
==s w (7 *==.; ss s .s

The gravitational term can be neglected since the flow is horizontal by definition, and the momentum flux term can
be neglected since it is insignificant in small break LOCA applications. With these simplifications, the governing
equation becomes:

9 a , c.

(4.5-2)

A-

Although the equation governing flow through most links used in the AP600 evaluanon model has been re formulated
in terms of the net volumetnc flow through those links, the equation goveming flow through the links in honzontally
straufied flow link pairs is still formulated in terms of net maas flow. The reason for this is rather arbitrary. The
modifications to the horizontally stratified flow link model were developed and tested before the decision to re-
formulate the rest of NOTRUMP's links in terms of volumetric flow, and the horizontally stratified flow link model
itself was not re formulased in terms of volumetnc flow since the modified model p10ared adequately.

In order to re write Equation 4.5-2 in terms of mass flow, consider the relanoaship between mass flow and
volumetric flow.

(4.5 3)W = pVA

440.470 2 g .mvree4NglM.m
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
4

Differendating Equadon 4.5 3 with respect to time and then solving for the left hand side of Equadon 4.5 2 in terms
of mass flow yields

SV 1 SW W BA W dp
~

T 'A T 7T %T (4.5-4)

Substituting Equation 4.5-4 into Equation 4.5 2 and re-arranging yields
e s , s.

-

(4.5 5)

J
L

Discretizing Equation 4.5 5 in space yields the equation applied to each horizontally stratified flow link.

% **

(4.54)

a^ w
Although Equation 4.5 5 is a partial differential equation governing the flow at every point throughout a horizontal
channel. Equation 4.54 is an ordinary differential equanon governing the flow through each flow link in the
numerical model of the channel. The variable W in Equanos 4.5-5 is a fuocoon of both time and space, while the
variable W in Equanos 4.54 is a function of time alone. Equation 4.5-5 represents the single equation governing

!

n
flow throughout the entire channel. Equanos 4.54 has to be solved for each flow link comprising the channel.

The friction term in Equanoa 4.54 accounts for both wall shear and interfacial shear between the two links
comprising a horizontally stratified flow link pair. Both of the wall and interfacial friction models were adopted1

without modification from the original horizontally stratified flow model.

The density and area temporal derivatives in Equanos 4.54 are calculated from the following three sets of
information:

the partial derivatives of the donor node's mixture and vapor regios volumes with respect to the node's state
variables
the temporal derivatives of the donor fluid node's stans variables-

geomesne construses-

NOTRUMP's fluid node property rouanes determine the pernal derivatives of each node's mixture and vapor region
volumes with respect to that node's few stans variables. These pernal derivatives are given by Equations (L 97),
(L 99),(L 101),(L 103), and (L 122) through (L 125) of Reference 440.470 3. The temporal derivatives of the four
state variables are given by Equanons (21) through (2 4) of Reference 440.470 3. Equanons 4.5 7 and 4.5 8 use
these partial derivatives and the temporal derivatives of a node's staes vanables to calculase the temporal derivative
of the node's mixture and vapor regica volumes.

440.470 3
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I

dV 8V, dU, 8V, dM 8V dU 8V dM ;
y y y y y y

I

dr % dt aM, dt K dt K dt

dU, + SV dM SV, dU, + SV dMdV, = SV y y y y
(4.5 8)y +

dt aU, dt SM, dt SU, dt aM dt
- I

y

Since the density of a region is simply the ratio of the region's mass to its volume, knowledge of the temporal |

derivatives of both the region's mass and volume allow the temporal derivative of the region's density to be |
calculated, using the quotient rule for differentiation, as

i< ,

dM, dV,
e ,

~
"dpw d M dt dt (4.5-9)w=- = '

dt dt V, V,

e >

dM dV
, 3

y y
'

'
dPv d M dt dc (4.5 10)y

= ' 2

=7
( s ]%p

L a

The calculation of the flow componset's temporal area derivative involves some geometry. Figure 4.51 illustrates
a typical situation to which horizootally stratafled flow link pairs are apphed. It shows a cylindrical node connected
to a rectangular node, and it arbitrardy denotes the rectangular node as the upstream node and the cylindrical node
as the downstream nods. The figure also shows the mixtuas elevation in both the rectangular and cylindrical nodes,
and the mixture elevation of the rectangular node just happens to fall between the top and bottom of the cylindrical
node at an elevation which ddfors from the mixture elevation of the cylindncal node itself.

As any node's mixture repos swells or shrinks by as inflaitesunal amound, the change in the node's mixture region
volume, dV., is equal to the product of the interfacial area between the node's mixture and vapor regions, Auv. and
the change in the node's mixture elevation, dew.

(4.5-1 I)dV,=A.,dE,

Therefore, the derivative of a node's mixture elevation with respect to the mixture region volume is given by:

440.470-4
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1
dE 1u= (4.5-12) I
dV Au wy

In nodes such as the rectangular node of Figure 4.5-1, the interfacial area, Auv, is not a function of the node's
mixture elevation. However, in nodes such as the cylindrical node in Figure 4.5-1, the interfacial area is a function
of the node's mixture elevation. ;

Q.
s situation, the

centerline elevation and diameter would typically be the same as those of the cylindrical node, and this is assumed
to be the case for the remainder of this discussion. Figure 4.5 2 presents a cross-sectional view of the flow link pair.

r q,c

|

.

. s
-

As shown in Figure 4.5-2, as the height of the mixture component changes by an infinitesimal amount, the change
in the mixture component's flow area, daw, is equal to the product of the length of the sccant, c, and the change in
the mixture component's height, dh.

dAu = c dh (4.5 13) |

Therefore, the derivative of the mixture component's flow area with respect to the mixture component's height is
given by:

=c (4.5 14)
dh

Analogously, the derivative of the v,gggcomponent's flow area with respect to the height of the gg,x,ggs, component
is given by:

b.e (4.5 15)
&

440.470-5
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The calculation of the mixture component's temporal area derivative begins with the temporal derivative of the donor
node's mixture region volume, given in Equation 4.5-7. The temporal derivative of the donor node's mixture

elevation is then calculated from

dE dE dV,y y
,

dt dV, dt

The mixture component's temporal area derivative is then calculated from the following equation:

* " (4.5 17)=

dt dh dt

Analogously, the calculation of the vapor component's temporal area derivative begins with an application of
Equation 4.5-16 to its donor node in order to calculate the temporal derivative of its donor node's mixture elevation.
D.e vapor component's temporal area derivative is then calculated from the following equation:

(4.5 18)"
-

dt ch dt

The third modification made to NCTRUMP's horizontally stratified flow model affects the model's partitioning of
flow between the bounding nodes' two regions. [

} e C-

In the modified model(

A

ed model, the vapor component link of a horizontally stranfied flow link pa(In the m
nder all circ-ana- but one, the code will place the convected mass and energy of a va y component

link into the vapor regma of the recipient node, creanns such a region if it does not already exist.

]*, C.

The modified horizontally stratified flow link model is activated when a flow link pair is assigned ITYPEFL values
of 5 and 6. rather than the ITYPEFL values of 2 and 3, which activate the original model. The mixture component

440.470-4
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has to be assigned an ITYPEFL value of 5, and the vapor component has to be assigned an ITYPEFL value of 6.
Other than ITYPEFL. the rest of the input needed for the modified model is the same as for the original model. ,

|

I

Note: The NOTRUMP Final Validation Report will contain a list of vanable nomenclature. The following
nomenclature will be included in the list.

8flow area (ft )A =
elevation (ft)E =

8acceleration of gravity (ft / sec )g =
a32.174 lbm ft / lbf / secg, =

flow link length (ft)L =

mass (Ibm)M =

pressure (psia)P =
8density (Ibm / ft )p =

time (sec)t =

internal energy (Bru)U =
volume (ft') or velocity (ft / sec)V =
specific volume (ft' / lbm)u =
mass flow rate (1bm / sec)W =
special dimension (ft)x =

angle between vertical and the direction of flow (radians)0 =

Subscripts:

downstream of flow linkdown.fi =

flow linkfl =

mixture regionM =

interface between mixture and vapor regionaMV =

upstream of flow linkup.ft =

vapor regionV =
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